
ROLE OF CULTURE IN INTERNATIONAL MAKRETING

A lot of organisations these days, if not most, have customers, partners and suppliers spread all over the UK, Europe
and the world. Whilst this.

For example Pakistan politics is dynamic in nature so it is very difficult to perform business operations in
Pakistan. How quickly does innovation diffuse? Thus, markets are a result of culture. It does not delegate its
authority to others, the decisions being always on a centralized basis. Hall, E. Organization culture includes
norms, values, beliefs; an organization should understand different aspects of culture like religion, values,
attitudes, education, social organization, technology, law and practices, aesthetics and language. What is
dissimilar in the culture of various nations with respect to business? The campaign featured all the standard
icons of Australia such as beaches, deserts, and coral reefs, as well as traditional symbols like the Opera House
and the Sydney Harbour Bridge. Albert Segbawu, Amy Luxford, Dr. For this reason, Sullivan et al. Thus, one
culture is different from another culture. In those countries that have a high literacy rate, the marketing
manager should use written copies of advertisement and different methods of advertisement that people can
easily understand, such as banners. For example workers in France want to take their vacation in August while
in United States employees want to take a couple of weeks vacation in a year. Rashid, Md. Introduction: Its
very important to discuss about the importance of culture in international marketing, after firstly
understanding what an international marketing is and what culture is. Hodgetts, Luthans, Doh, Through
culture we know how we can create relationships and networks. Again, financial institutions in Islamic
countries are obliged not take interest on advances made to customers due to their belief in the Quran
teachings. The major reason accounted for this according to Neuliep is cultural shock since these expatriates
become lost, confused and anxious in new country because of the unfamiliar situations and different cultural
norms and values. Whilst this can cause problems of its own with language barriers etc, it also offers huge
opportunities if you get the cultural differences right. Since batteries were expensive in Africa and power
supplies in rural areas are non-existent. It depends whether the employees are capable or not. Then you need to
understand how to adapt your approach and marketing materials appropriately. According to Ghauri and
Cateora material culture affects demand levels-product types and functional features.


